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H "MfcHE perturbation of the Telegram owing to the existence of

H j George Graham Rice and the price of Emma Copper shares
H fciiw would be amusing were it not so vicious.

H Taking the cue from those who mailed anonymous circulars (prc- -

H sumably bucket shops short of the stock) it has recently thrown sev- -

H eral fits in a series of articles, the burden of which has been what Mr.
H Rice has done and is alleged to have done in the past, careiully re- -

H fraining from mentioning what is being accomplished in mining dc--

H velopment here, because he has the courage to back his faith in Alta
H with thousands of dollars of hard, cold cash.

H The amusing feature of the Telegram's attitude is its sudden
Hj change of heart in regard to the Alta properties, and one instinctively
Hj wonders if those on the Telegram, who held Alta stocks, are under the

H impression that they sold too quickly.
m There is another interesting phase of the situation. If the Tele--

H gram is the champion of the people "So the People Ma :ow,"
M in other words why concentrate upon Rice, who is spe g his
M money in securing the finest mining and geological talent and aiaking
m possible the most painstaking work, when there are so many others,
H ' not so far away from home, whose stocks have been placed on the
m market at various prices and boomed to the point of a dollar and up
M and allowed to drop to nothing, without putting a pick in the ground ?

M If the Telegram is sincere in its campaign of letting the people
M know, it might provide some very interesting reading and include
B in its list, some very respectable capitalists, some highly thought of
H business men, in fact, some candidates for high office on both tickets,
H and that is the thing for it to do if it is the people's champion. There
H have been most wonderful strikes made and forgotten except by those
H who were holding the sack, having purchased the shares at a high
H price; there have been innumerable promotions that permanently fat--

H tened those in the going, and nothing has been said, and nothing will
H by said by the champion of the people. That's a cinch.
H The Telegram wouldn't dare to go into the fraudulent promo- -

H tions that have been staged by some of our leading citizens, the stocks
H of which have been sold to the gullible, merely on the wora of the
H men behind them, and not on account of any real or intrinsic merit of
H the properties represented.

H There's another matter of interest in the situation. It has been
H the boast of the Telegram not in its pages, oh, my, no that it has a
H list comprised of those mining companies that did not contribute to
H its annual editions, not for the purpose of speaking in a derogatory
H manner regarding them, but for the purpose of omitting them from
H its mining news, and yet in its first spasm the Telegram said : "The
H Telegram wishes to see the mining industry flourish in Utah and is
H willing to do everything it can to encourage the legitimate part of the
Hj industry."

H Naturally, the Telegram wants to see the mining industry flour- -
H ish, but first believes in the Telegram flourishing, and for that reason
H discriminates against certain mining companies, no matter how legi- -
H timate they may be. Truely a broad journalistic policy.

H In discussing the matter we are holding no brief for anyone, and
H are not going into the question as to wether or not the price of Emma
H Copper is too high. Certainly the old orebody faulted, and the fault
H did not go into the air; it went down. The diamond drills have dis- -

H closed rich ore similar in every particular to that from which for--
j tunes were made in the past, and if the newly discovered orebody in

H any degree corresponds to the previous one in size, the stock will be
H due for a legitimate advance that should take the shares much higher.

H In the meantime there is a strong demand for the stock. We
H know of no one who has bought it at low figures who hasn't a hand--

mjt some profit, but we do know at this writing (Wednesday night) of a
HH local broker who has had most of the "bear" remarks tc make, whoH has not yet met the customary margins put up by brokers when they

sell "seller sixties," giving as his excuse that he has been so busy he
hasn't had time to do it. And he sold the stock on futures under a
dollar, and has sold short all the way up.

h
For months George Graham Rice and his associates, both here

and in New York, have poured money into the camp of Alta, they
have spared no expense in obtaining the best talent, both geological
and mining, and their men going minutely over the ground with pains-

taking care facing such problems as few men would undertake to
solve, have made their deductions, and recent disclosures give every
evidence of the fact that they are correct. Who else around here
would put such an amount of money into the Alta Cottonwoods and
continue to put it in for month after month, in the face of such obstacles
as have been met? Consulting Engineer C. S. Herzig, and Geologist
Beeson with their assistants have been on the job day and night in an
endeavor to reach the ore, and now that they have found it, it is
scarcely up to a newspaper, whose mining department has consist-
ently followed the operations at the property for many months, giv--

ing the news to its subscribers to break out in a scries of tirades.

Representatives of the United States Geological Survey have been
on the ground during a great part of the operations and it would be
interesting to get their views on the subject.

In the meantime the Telegram has not been adverse to accept-
ing the mining advertisements of company's offering "limited allot-
ments' of treasury stock for the public to swallow, stock in properties
where not a stroke of work is being done and where the certificates rep-

resent just so much green goods.

It is a shameful exhibition, as unwarranted as it is vicious, and
whether the stock is worth five cents or fifty dollars, the attitude of
the journal, in view of the work that has been done, the money that
has been expended, and the discoveries that have been made, is on a
par with those individuals who say: "This man has done something
wrong in the past; therefore, he is not entitled to justice, considera-
tion or a dollar that he may have."

In the wake of the yarns comes one John Calderwood, described
in the dispatches as a mining engineer from Golden, Colorado, who is
quoted as saying that "the Emma Copper mine has been misrepre-
sented, and that the drills are not down as advertised." Mr. Calder-
wood arrived here several days ago, he did not visit the property, and
in going over the maps and listening to the geological explanations
he displayed about as much intelligence as a 'chimpanzee, though the
chimpanzee, as we understand it, is not a native of Scotland. His
greatest concern, during the session referred to, was as to whether or
not he could get a room somewhere else in town beside the Utah
Hotel, because he didn't care to pay $2.00 a night "just to sleep." We
do not know anything about his ability as a mining engineer, but if
he can judge the property at the head of Little Cottonwood canyon
from this distance, he is a remarkable man, and the fellow who in-

vented the divining rod is a selling plater beside him.

From subsequent observations we believe that most of the min-
ing M)r. Calderwood did during the first few days he was at the Utah
Hotel consisted in sinking a winze in a bottle of Haig and Haig, and
possibly that had some bearing on his report.

But Mr. Calderwood is a minor consideration, and the other at-

tacks are on a parity.

Developments will vindicate or damn the judgment of the men
who have given their best in brains and money to a great enterprise,
and in the meantime we trust that the Telegram will not stop with one
expose "so the people may know," but will continue the work begun
a fortnight ago and continued spasmodically from time to time, so
as to include many prominent gentlemen so much more vulnerable
than George Graham Rice, that the whole atmosphere in the mining
world may be purged and the people may be saved.


